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A role for maternally derived myokines to optimize placental function and fetal growth across gestation

Abstract

Exercise during pregnancy is associated with improved health outcomes for both mother and baby, including a reduced risk of future obesity and susceptibility to chronic diseases. Overwhelming evidence demonstrates a protective effect of maternal exercise against fetal birth weight extremes, reducing the rates of both large- and small-for-gestational-age infants. It is speculated that this protective effect is mediated in part through exercise-induced regulation of maternal physiology and placental development/function. However, the specific mechanisms through which maternal exercise regulates these changes remain to be discovered. We hypothesize that myokines, a collection of peptides and cytokines secreted from contracting skeletal muscles during exercise, may be an important missing link in the story. Myokines are known to reduce inflammation, improve metabolism and enhance macronutrient transporter expression/activity in various tissues of non-pregnant individuals. Little research to date has focused on the specific roles of the myokine secretome in the context of pregnancy; however, it is likely that myokines secreted from exercising skeletal muscles may modulate the maternal milieu and directly impact the vital organ of pregnancy - the placenta. In the current review, data in strong support of this potential role of myokines will be presented, suggesting myokine secretion as a key mechanism through which maternal exercise optimizes fetal growth trajectories. It is clear that further research is warranted in this area, as knowledge of the biological roles of myokines in the context of pregnancy would better inform clinical recommendations for exercise during pregnancy and contribute to the development of important therapeutic interventions.
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Gestation is the period between conception and birth, during which a one-cell zygote divides and develops into a fetus with fully-formed and functional organ systems. This rapid period of fetal growth is accommodated by considerable adaptations to maternal physiology, including a 40-50% increase in maternal blood volume, increased cardiac output, systemic vasodilation, and maternal hyperinsulinemia to maintain normal glucose homeostasis (Hytten and Paintin 1963, Sibai and Frangieh 1995, Baz et al. 2016). These maternal adaptations serve to increase placental blood flow, and maternal-fetal nutrient and gas exchange. Regular physical activity during this period can further modify maternal physiology, and is associated with reductions in obstetrical complications, optimized fetal growth trajectories and improved long-term health outcomes for mothers and their offspring (Ferraro et al. 2012).

The placenta is the vital organ of pregnancy, across which all maternal-fetal exchange takes place, and as such plays a critical role in dictating fetal growth. Processes of early placentation, including uterine invasion by the placental trophoblast cells and establishment of a robust utero-placental circulation, are critical to ensuring optimized nutrient and gas delivery to the developing fetus. Across gestation the materno-fetal exchange surface area within the placenta expands from ~ 1.5 m$^2$ in the first trimester up to 14 m$^2$ in the third trimester (Jackson et al. 1992), as the placental villous trees encasing the feto-placental vasculature continue to branch and mature. Specific transporters for all major classes of macronutrients (i.e. glucose, lipids, and amino acids (AAs)) – the building blocks for fetal growth - are present in abundance along the surface of the placental villous trees, and their expression/activity are directly associated with increased fetal growth (Jansson and Powell 2000). It has been postulated that physical activity during pregnancy not only improves maternal physiology to enhance utero-
placental perfusion, but may play a more direct role in optimizing fetal growth by regulating critical processes involved in placental development/function. However, the specific mechanisms through which maternal exercise can directly modulate these processes within the placenta remain to be discovered.

In the current review, the potential role of maternally-derived myokines as important regulators of placental development/function will be presented. Myokines, a collection of peptides and cytokines secreted from contracting skeletal muscles during exercise, which will henceforth be referred to as the ‘myokine secretome’, have beneficial effects on metabolism and macronutrient transport in non-pregnant tissues, including the brain, liver, pancreas, skeletal muscle and adipose tissue (Ellingsgaard et al. 2011, Pedersen 2011). While similar effects are likely present in the context of pregnancy, the exercising myokine secretome has not been adequately assessed in pregnant women nor have the effects of this secretome on placental function and/or fetal growth been fully investigated. We hypothesize that myokines may be important signalling molecules acting at the level of the placenta linking maternal exercise to optimized fetal growth trajectories.

**Exercise during Pregnancy**

Exercise is an important part of a healthy pregnancy. Studies have consistently demonstrated that regardless of pre-pregnancy activity levels, women with uncomplicated singleton pregnancies are at a low risk of adverse maternal and fetal exercise-related events (i.e. gestational hypertension and preterm birth) (Bredin et al. 2013, Cid and González 2016). With these findings, the previous contention that pregnancy is a medical condition requiring a sedentary lifestyle has been strongly disproven (Dempsey et al. 2005). Published literature now
demonstrates numerous positive health benefits associated with maternal exercise, as detailed below, and has led to the encouragement of physical activity throughout gestation. Despite this evidence, most pregnant women still fail to meet the recommended levels of physical activity during pregnancy (Borodulin et al. 2008). Among the many self-reported reasons for the lack of adherence to exercise guidelines (i.e. nausea and fatigue), safety concerns of participating in physical activity during pregnancy predominate in women and these concerns have been found to predict the amount and/or intensity of exercise that they participate in throughout their pregnancy (Duncombe et al. 2009). As such, an increased focus must be placed on highlighting the overwhelming evidence of the health benefits of exercise during pregnancy to reassure mothers that the many benefits largely outweigh the risks.

In 2002, the Canadian Society for Exercise Physiology (CSEP) developed the Physical Activity Readiness Medical Examination for Pregnancy (PARmed-X), a screening tool for health care providers to use to clear women to safely participate in exercise during pregnancy (Wolfe and Mottola 2002). In 2003, the Society of Obstetricians and Gynecologists of Canada (SOGC) and the American Congress of Obstetrics and Gynecology (ACOG) developed recommendations for exercise during pregnancy and the post-partum period, recommending 30 minutes of aerobic exercise 4 times per week in uncomplicated pregnancies (i.e. in the absence of absolute contraindications like preeclampsia) (Artal et al. 2003, Davies et al. 2003). Currently, the ACOG guidelines recommend that women participate in physical activity on most, if not all days of the week (The ACOG 2015). At present, an expert panel is working on updating the Canadian guidelines as well.
The benefits of exercise during pregnancy are extensive for the mother and her offspring, extending into the long term for both. Strong epidemiological evidence indicates that regular exercise during pregnancy prevents excessive maternal gestational weight gain (GWG) and thus minimizes postpartum weight retention and the risk of developing health problems like diabetes, metabolic syndrome and cardiovascular disease (CVD) (Walker 2007, Ferraro et al. 2012, Nascimento et al. 2014). As reviewed, maternal exercise also minimizes the risk of developing pregnancy-specific conditions including gestational diabetes mellitus (GDM) and preeclampsia - a hypertensive disorder of pregnancy (Ferraro et al. 2012). The maternal health benefits achieved from engaging in exercise highlight the importance of promoting an active lifestyle before, during and after pregnancy for all women. Further, the offspring of exercising mothers overwhelmingly benefit from the effects of physical activity during pregnancy. The offspring demonstrate optimized birth weights and body composition – with reduced birth weight extremes and reduced fat mass at birth (within the healthy range) - and they maintain this morphometric profile into early childhood, with reduced rates of later childhood obesity (Clapp 1996). Evidence suggests that exercise later in pregnancy prevents excess fetal growth as women who maintain regular exercise during the second and third trimesters of pregnancy have a reduced risk of delivering an LGA infant (Owe et al. 2009, Juhl et al. 2010, Hopkins and Cutfield 2011). Importantly, this decreased risk of LGA is not accompanied by an increased risk of delivering an SGA infant (Hopkins and Cutfield 2011), but instead with a reduced risk of SGA (Juhl et al. 2010). Thus, exercise reduces the risk of birthweight extremes while promoting appropriate-for-gestational-age offspring. This is important as children born at both birthweight extremes are at an increased risk of later obesity and subsequent comorbidities (i.e. diabetes
and CVD) (Pettitt and Jovanovic 2001, Oken and Gillman 2003, Whitaker 2004). The specific mechanisms underpinning the regulation of fetal growth by maternal exercise are still unclear but are likely the combined result of improved maternal physiology and optimized development/function of the placenta.

**Potential Mechanisms of Optimized Fetal Growth Mediated by Maternal Exercise**

1. *Exercise-induced Adaptations to Maternal Physiology*

   Exercise during pregnancy results in several adaptations to maternal physiology. These changes are designed to protect the developing fetus and to ensure that both the needs of the mother and the fetus are met. For example, exercise during pregnancy is associated with changes in maternal blood glucose levels (Clapp and Capeless 1991, Clapp et al. 1995). In response to a bout of maternal exercise after 23 weeks of gestation, the increase in skeletal muscle glucose oxidation and decrease in hepatic glucose production results in a transient reduction in blood glucose levels (not associated with exercise intensity), likely due to increasing feto-placental demands as pregnancy progresses (Clapp and Capeless 1991). This reduction in blood glucose levels in pregnancy differs from the typical transient hyperglycemic response observed in non-pregnant individuals upon engaging in physical activity (Zinker et al. 1990). As reviewed by Ferraro and colleagues (2012), aerobic exercise has further been associated with improved insulin sensitivity in pregnant women, enhancing overall glycemic control and reducing the risk of developing GDM. Energy expenditure during exercise also increases during pregnancy. Total energy expenditure is represented by oxygen uptake ($\text{VO}_2$), the sum of the calories used at rest and during participation in physical activities. Total energy expenditure increases by up to 19% in the third trimester of pregnancy (compared to non-
pregnant individuals) due to GWG (Butte et al. 2004). As such, as pregnancy progresses the metabolic demands of exercise increase in proportion to the total amount of weight gained (O’Toole 2003). The maternal increase in oxygen consumption during pregnancy is essential to meet the energy demands associated with increased maternal body weight and increased work of breathing, and to ensure that the fetus has a constant supply of energy for growth and development (O’Toole 2003). Further, maternal cardiovascular adaptations occur during pregnancy to ensure adequate delivery of oxygen and nutrient-filled blood to the developing fetus. As reviewed by Barakat et al. (2015), these adaptations consist of overall increases in maternal blood volume, heart rate, stroke volume and cardiac output to enhance utero-placental perfusion, promoting fetal growth. During exercise, the chest wall of pregnant women also changes (i.e. increased elasticity and expansion) to enhance the capacity for ventilation as the fetus increasingly places pressure on the maternal diaphragm resulting in laboured breathing (Soultanakis et al. 1996). Although blood flow to skeletal muscle is enhanced during exercise, adequate delivery of oxygen and nutrients to the fetus is maintained, with no harms to the fetus (Clapp et al. 1995, Artal and Sherman 1999, Artal et al. 2003). These changes in maternal biology in response to exercise ultimately optimize fetal growth by providing the developing offspring with the appropriate substrates for growth.

2. *Exercise-induced Alterations in Placental Development*

In addition to adaptations to maternal physiology, exercise during pregnancy can improve critical processes involved in placental development. Total placental volume, via ultrasound and gross measurements, is increased across gestation in exercising women. The rise in mid-pregnancy placental growth rates is estimated to be ~ 24% higher in exercising
compared to sedentary pregnant women (Clapp et al. 2000a, Clapp 2003). Importantly, these changes in overall placental volume have been histologically attributed to changes in ‘functional’ placental volume, with the largest increases seen in the terminal components of the placental villous trees (Clapp et al. 2000a). These terminal villi are active in maternal-fetal exchange as opposed to villi in the stem or intermediate components of the villous trees, which act as conduits for the larger fetal umbilical vessels (Clapp et al. 2000a). Detailed histomorphometric investigations of placental biopsies also demonstrate greater total vascular volume and total capillary volume in the placental villous trees of women regularly engaging in exercise (Jackson et al. 1995), coupled with an increased presence of proliferating trophoblast and endothelial cells (Bergmann et al. 2004). Taken together these findings are indicative of a pro-angiogenic effect of maternal exercise on the developing placenta. Based on previous findings regarding the effects of exercise on angiogenesis and placental perfusion (Feldser et al. 1999, Clapp et al. 2000b, Zygmunt et al. 2002, Herr et al. 2003), it has been speculated that this effect may be an adaptive response of the placenta to reduced tissue oxygenation and/or glucose availability during bouts of vigorous exercise, resulting in activation of hypoxia-inducible transcription factors and stimulation of the VEGF-IGF II pro-angiogenic pathways. However, the 10-50% baseline augmentation in pregnancy-associated increases in plasma volume, placental inter villous space blood volume, placental volume and cardiac output observed in pregnant women who regularly participate in sustained weight-bearing exercise during pregnancy helps to buffer some of the acute reductions in placental and fetal oxygen content measured following bouts of acute maternal exercise typically observed in sedentary women (Clapp 2003). As reported by Davenport et al. (2016), current evidence suggests that
blood flow delivery to the fetus is maintained during exercise, although the mechanisms underlying the protection of blood flow to the fetal unit are largely unknown. Current studies have found that the fetal heart adapts to exercise training, resulting in fetal cardiovascular adaptations to maternal exercise, including fetal heart rate modulation and improved autonomic control (May et al. 2010, Moyer et al. 2015). Studies have identified positive correlations between fetal heart adaptability and heart rate variability in response to maternal aerobic and resistance exercise training during pregnancy, with more fetal cardiovascular adaptations occurring in response to exercise of higher intensity and of longer duration (May et al. 2012). The occurrence of exercise-related events concerning fetal heart rate such as bradycardia (the slowing of fetal heart rate), a protective mechanism in response to maternal hypoxia, has been found to be low in relation to the number of exercise hours and in all instances, appears to be transient, with fetal heart rate always returning to normal in the post-exercise period (Charlesworth et al. 2011).

Collectively, adaptations to placental structure observed in regularly active women are likely driven by additional exercise-induced mechanisms which warrant further investigation. What is clear, however, is that maternal exercise is capable of modulating placental development in such a way as to enhance the capacity for maternal-fetal exchange. It is therefore no surprise that these exercise-induced increases in functional placental volume and vascular development ensure adequate nutrient and oxygen delivery to the fetus to support optimal fetal growth trajectories (Clapp et al. 2000a). The proper early development and structure of the placenta is certainly paramount to successful fetal growth, but ultimately the optimized functioning of this organ across pregnancy will dictate fetal growth trajectories.
3. Exercise-induced Alterations in Placental Macronutrient Transport

There is a growing body of evidence suggesting a protective role of maternal exercise on several critical functions of the placenta across gestation which could serve to optimize fetal growth. With proper nutrition, the fetus is provided with adequate nutrient supply during bouts of maternal physical activity (Bessinger and McMurray 2003, Gavard and Artal 2008). The exact mechanisms by which maternal exercise mediates changes in substrate delivery across the placenta via alterations in the expression and/or activity of placental macronutrient transporters are currently unclear. However, there is mounting evidence to support an ‘exercise-sensing role’ for the mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) pathway, which is known to integrate maternal, fetal, and placental signals (i.e. growth factors, stress, energy status, oxygen and AA) to regulate macronutrient transporter expression/activity (Roos et al. 2007, 2009, Laplante and Sabatini 2012). Jansson and Powell (2013) have suggested a “placenta nutrient sensing model” suggesting that mTOR integrates these signals from the mother and fetus to regulate fetal growth (Roos et al. 2009, Laplante and Sabatini 2012). Inhibition of the mTOR signaling pathway significantly reduces the activity of placental AA transporters (Roos et al. 2007, 2009). In the placentas of active pregnant women, the expression of members of the placental mTOR signaling pathway (i.e. positive regulators IGF1 and IRS1; negative regulators PRKAB1 and TSC2) are lowered (Brett et al. 2015). In fact, moderate-to-vigorous physical activity (MVPA) in pregnant women is inversely correlated with the expression of mTOR and IGF-1, a peptide that plays an important role in fetal growth (Chiesa et al. 2008). Reduced expression of positive or negative regulators of mTOR, if accompanied by reduced protein levels, could result in either a reduction or increase in placental mTOR signaling, respectively.
(Brett et al. 2015). Because no differences in birthweights were observed between the offspring of active and inactive pregnant women, physical activity during pregnancy appears to optimize mTOR signaling and nutrient delivery to the fetus in order to optimize neonatal body composition and normalize fetal growth, protecting against fetal birth weight extremes (Brett et al. 2015). Thus, in response to exercise during pregnancy, mTOR is either upregulated in response to excess maternal nutrient availability to limit excess nutrient delivery to the fetus, or downregulated when nutrient availability is limited, suggesting that the placenta matches fetal growth with the availability of maternal nutrients. The mechanisms through which the placenta may in fact ‘sense’ exercise during pregnancy to modulate the mTOR signaling pathway and subsequent placental functions is an area ripe for further investigation.

Exercise can both positively and negatively alter gene expression and/or activity of many macronutrient transporters within the placenta, including transporters for lipids, AAs and glucose. Pregnant women who meet exercise guidelines during the second trimester of pregnancy demonstrate a nearly 2-fold lowered mRNA expression of the free fatty acid (FA) transporter protein 4 (FATP4) compared to sedentary women (Brett et al. 2015), with no measurable changes in expression of any of the other FA transporters. This is particularly intriguing as FATP4 is considered the primary placental transporter for long-chained polyunsaturated FAs (Larqué et al. 2006), the FAs responsible for the rapid fetal fat accumulation in the third trimester (Haggarty 2010). Thus, lower FATP4 expression suggests a reduced potential for the transport of FAs to the fetus, a notion that is supported by the reduced neonatal fat mass observed in the offspring of exercising pregnant women (Clapp and Capeless 1990, Harrod et al. 2014). Placentas from these same physically active women also
demonstrate an increase in mRNA expression of a key sodium-dependent neutral AA transporter, System A (SNAT2) (Brett et al. 2015). Placental SNAT2 expression is intimately linked to fetal growth profiles (Jansson and Powell 2006), with strong associations noted between insufficient placental SNAT2 expression and intrauterine fetal growth restriction (IUGR) (Mandò et al. 2013). It is postulated that the reduced potential for FA transport and increased potential for AA transport to the fetus in active pregnant women does not alter fetal birth weights, but rather improves neonatal body composition by increasing lean muscle mass and decreasing fat mass (Brett et al. 2015). Furthermore, when controlling for total sugar intake, MVPA has been inversely correlated with placental GLUT1 expression (Brett et al. 2015). This finding suggests a reduced potential for glucose transport to the fetus in active pregnant women. However, the strong positive correlation between maternal carbohydrate intake and the expression of GLUT1 also suggests increased potential for glucose transport to the fetus and provides evidence that the placenta acts as a nutrient sensor, altering glucose transport to match maternal carbohydrate availability (Jansson and Powell 2006, Brett et al. 2015). As demonstrated through these three examples, the effects of maternal exercise on macronutrient transporter expression and/or activity appear to be transporter specific, with further evidence of differential responses to the maternal exercise in question (Brett et al. 2015). This complex regulatory dynamic may help explain the ability of maternal exercise to prevent fetal birth weight extremes. An important question still remains however; how does maternal physical exercise – the process of repeat muscle contractions in the mother – directly signal to the fetoplacental unit and result in optimized placental development and function? Myokines secreted from contracting skeletal muscle, may be a missing piece to this puzzle.
**Myokines**

During physical activity, skeletal muscle contractions stimulate the production and secretion of hundreds of peptides and cytokines - collectively known as myokines. Myokines participate in autocrine, paracrine and endocrine signalling throughout the body (Pedersen et al. 2007). These exercise factors are known to mediate some of the beneficial health effects of exercise and protect against chronic diseases associated with low-grade inflammation and impaired metabolism (i.e. diabetes and CVD) (Petersen and Pedersen 2005). In non-pregnant individuals, myokines have been found to regulate cellular metabolism and macronutrient transport (i.e. promote lipid metabolism and glucose uptake in skeletal muscle and adipose tissue). In the context of pregnancy, there is a lack of work examining the effects of myokines, as a collective secretome, on maternal physiology and placental development/function. However, several individual cytokines, chemokines and peptides identified within the myokine secretome have been found to alter placental development/function, including the expression/activity of placental macronutrient transport proteins. As such, we speculate that myokines may act as important signalling molecules between maternal skeletal muscle and the placenta, regulating maternal-fetal nutrient exchange and fetal growth. Although the exact mechanisms underlying the regulation of fetal growth in response to maternal exercise are still unclear, myokines may be one of the exercise-induced factors involved in promoting normal fetal growth trajectories, as they appear to have a potential role for improving maternal physiology and optimizing the development/function of the placenta. Evidence in support of this hypothesis for a few key constituents of the myokine secretome is presented below.

*Interleukin-6*
As the first myokine discovered (Pedersen and Febbraio 2008), the biological role of interleukin-6 (IL-6) has been extensively studied in the context of exercise physiology. Dependent on the environment, IL-6 can act as an inflammatory cytokine produced by macrophages or as an anti-inflammatory myokine produced by exercising skeletal muscle (Pedersen and Febbraio 2008). IL-6 mRNA and protein expression as well as levels in circulation are highly elevated in response to acute exercise, increasing exponentially until reaching maximal plasma levels at the end of an exercise session (up to 100-fold) (Pedersen and Fischer 2007), and rapidly declining to basal levels in the post-exercise period (Pedersen and Hoffman-Goetz 2000, Suzuki et al. 2002, Febbraio and Pedersen 2002). Several studies have provided evidence in support of the notion that skeletal muscle is responsible for the systemic increase in IL-6 in response to exercise. As reviewed by Pedersen and Febbraio (2012), this evidence is based on transcriptional analysis of IL-6, in situ hybridization and immunohistochemistry of skeletal muscle biopsies, and microdialysis of exercising skeletal muscle. Further, arterial-femoral differences in IL-6 concentration across an exercising leg has shown that it is released in large amounts into circulation, accounting for the exercise-induced systemic increase in IL-6 (Steensberg et al. 2000). In contrast, chronic exercise training has been shown to decrease basal IL-6 levels and diminish the typical increase in IL-6 mRNA and plasma levels in response to endurance exercise in untrained men (Fischer et al. 2004). Endurance exercise has also been associated with enhanced gene and protein expression of the IL-6 receptor (IL-6R) α, increasing the number of receptors and overall sensitivity to IL-6 (Keller et al. 2005).

IL-6 is believed to deliver the health benefits of regular exercise through its anti-inflammatory effects and ability to regulate lipid and glucose metabolism. IL-6 is thought to
mediate the anti-inflammatory effects of exercise, in part through stimulating the release of anti-inflammatory cytokines IL-10 and IL-1 receptor antagonist (IL-1RA) into circulation (Steensberg et al. 2003) and by inhibiting the production of TNF-α (Starkie et al. 2003). IL-6 is also thought to provide protection from TNF-induced insulin resistance (Petersen and Pedersen 2005). In skeletal muscle and adipose tissue, IL-6 stimulates glucose uptake and fat oxidation, partially via the activation of AMP-activated protein kinase (AMPK) (Kelly et al. 2004). IL-6 also increases whole-body lipolysis, fat oxidation and FA re-esterification in the absence of hypertriglyceridemia (van Hall et al. 2003). Further, IL-6 exerts endocrine effects on the liver to induce hepatic glucose production (Febbraio et al. 2004, Pedersen 2009). These exercise-induced effects of IL-6 on glucose and fat metabolism, and in reducing inflammation observed in non-pregnant individuals are likely to be mirrored in the pregnant population. The actions of IL-6 would provide an improved maternal milieu via enhanced glycemic control, use of nutrients and reduced inflammation to better support optimal fetal growth.

IL-6 has been shown to have important effects on glucose, AA and FA transport in cultured skeletal muscle and in human placental trophoblast cells. In rat myotubes, IL-6 enhances glucose transport and translocation of GLUT-4 to the muscle plasma membrane, as well as insulin-stimulated glucose uptake (Carey et al. 2006). In another in vitro study, effects on glucose uptake via GLUT-4 were only observed at post-exercise cytokine levels when IL-6 was combined with either IL-8 or IL-15, combinations likely present in circulation post-exercise (Gray and Kamolrat 2011). GLUT-4 is also expressed in first trimester human placenta and appears to have a role in glucose uptake early on in pregnancy (as reviewed by Brett et al. 2014). Thus, IL-6 secretion in response to exercise early on in pregnancy may have an impact on
placental glucose uptake via GLUT-4 and the subsequent transfer of glucose to the fetus, although this remains to be investigated. IL-6 has been shown to directly modulate placental FA transporters. *In vitro* studies have found that IL-6 stimulates FA accumulation by cultured primary human placental trophoblast cells via an unknown mechanism (Lager et al. 2011). FA accumulation by trophoblast cells in response to IL-6 could contribute to the adequate transfer of nutrients to the fetus during pregnancy (Lager et al. 2011). Interestingly, FATP4 mRNA expression is downregulated by long-term exposure to IL-6 (Lager et al. 2011), similar to the changes in FATP4 mRNA observed in the placentas of exercising women (Brett et al. 2015). With respect to AA transport, IL-6 at physiological concentrations has been found to increase the expression of SNAT2 in cultured human primary placental trophoblast cells, resulting in increased activity of system A (Jones et al. 2009). Interestingly, a similar 2-fold increase in SNAT2 expression is observed in the placentas of women adhering to the guidelines for exercise during pregnancy (Brett et al. 2015). This along with the known role of SNAT2 suggests that women who exercise during pregnancy may have increased potential for AA transport to the fetus via SNAT2 in order to meet the nutrient needs of the fetus and achieve optimal fetal body composition (Brett et al. 2015). It has previously been demonstrated that the activity of the insulin/IGF-1 and mTOR signaling pathways, system A activity, and protein expression of SNAT2 are increased in the placentas of obese women with LGA babies due to the overstimulation of AA transporters and excessive transfer of nutrients to the fetus (Jansson et al. 2013). In obese pregnant women, SNAT2 expression has also been positively correlated to maternal pre-pregnancy BMI and birth weight, suggesting a mechanism linking maternal obesity to fetal overgrowth (Jansson et al. 2013). Thus, the decreased expression and activity of SNAT4 in
obese compared to lean pregnant women (with no corresponding changes in infant birthweight) and unchanged expression of SNAT1 and SNAT2, suggests that obese pregnant women may have decreased transfer of amino acids and increased transport of FFA and/or glucose across the placenta. We hypothesize that this could result in offspring of similar weight in obese and lean women, with increased adiposity and lower lean mass in the offspring of obese mothers. Despite the contradictory results from the literature, which is likely the result of inadequately addressing other important contributors to energy balance (i.e. exercise and nutrition), some evidence suggests a possible link between maternal obesity, altered amino acid transport and increased fetal growth. We propose that in response to exercise during pregnancy, the differential expression of macronutrient transporters in concert provides a specific compliment of nutrients to the fetus so that overall caloric exposure to the fetus and infant birthweight is maintained, but offspring body composition is largely improved (greater lean mass and decreased fat mass). We hypothesize that exercise-induced IL-6 myokine secretion (anti-inflammatory), shown to suppress TNF-α, could be regulating fetal growth by preventing the over-stimulation of these AA transporters and excessive AA uptake. In the context of pregnancy, increased maternal IL-6 levels in response to exercise may enhance glucose and AA transport and attenuate FA transport, in order to promote appropriate fetal growth trajectories and neonatal body composition (increased lean mass and decreased fat mass).

**Interleukin-15**

IL-15 is produced by skeletal muscle in response to exercise-induced contractions. Current published data are conflicting as to how IL-15 expression, protein level and secretion
from skeletal muscle are influenced by exercise type, duration and intensity as well as the importance of individual activity level and health status (Görgens et al. 2015). Muscular IL-15 mRNA levels are upregulated 2-fold in skeletal muscle in response to a bout of resistance exercise whereas endurance exercise has been found to increase basal skeletal muscle IL-15 protein content by 40% (Nielsen et al. 2007, Rinnov et al. 2014). In these studies, neither resistance nor endurance exercise increased circulating plasma IL-15 (Nielsen et al. 2007, Rinnov et al. 2014). However, the subjects in these studies were previously active and it is possible that their basal IL-15 levels were already elevated. Other studies have found that acute endurance exercise increases systemic IL-15 levels (Riechman et al. 2004, Tamura et al. 2011), with the most significant effects resulting from acute, moderate intensity resistance exercise (Yeo et al. 2012). In both active and inactive individuals, no changes in resting circulating levels of IL-15 have been observed following any chronic exercise programs (Nieman et al. 2003, Riechman et al. 2004, Rinnov et al. 2014). Furthermore, although IL-15 is up-regulated in skeletal muscle in response to exercise, studies have yet to show that this directly contributes to the systemic increase in IL-15 concentration (Raschke and Eckel 2013). More work remains to be done to elucidate the effects of exercise on IL-15 expression, protein level and secretion from skeletal muscle in humans.

IL-15 on its own is thought to play a role in modulating skeletal muscle and adipose tissue mass as well as in enhancing glucose metabolism and insulin sensitivity. It has been described as an endocrine modulator of visceral fat mass (Pedersen 2009) and likely has a role in modulating fat-to-lean body composition and insulin sensitivity (Pedersen et al. 2007). A study with transgenic mice exhibiting muscle-specific oversecretion of IL-15 found that IL-15
protects against diet-induced obesity, improves insulin sensitivity, and increases oxidative muscle metabolism (Quinn et al. 2011). IL-15 secreted in response to exercise during pregnancy may enhance the maternal milieu by regulating maternal body composition, increasing insulin sensitivity, and improving skeletal muscle oxygen metabolism.

The exact impact of IL-15 on placental development and function is unknown. However, IL-15 appears to have a beneficial effect on the process of uterine invasion and spiral artery remodeling by placental trophoblast cells, a critical process in the establishment of a robust utero-placental circulation. In vitro, IL-15 has been found to directly increase human placental trophoblast cell migration and invasion in a dose-dependent manner (Zygmunt et al. 1998). This work has been complemented with work in an IL-15 knock-out murine model, in which IL-15 was shown to be essential for the recruitment of uterine natural killer cell to the uterine wall, a process required for the appropriate priming of uterine blood vessels for remodeling by the invading trophoblast cells (Barber and Pollard 2003). Pregnant IL-15 knock-out mice gave rise to growth restricted fetuses, secondary to insufficient remodelling of the uterine spiral arteries and reduced placental perfusion (Barber and Pollard 2003). Extrapolating these findings to the potential roles of exercise-secreted IL-15 in active pregnant women, we could speculate that IL-15 in the myokine secretome may enhance natural killer cell recruitment to the maternal decidua and increase early uterine trophoblast invasion, collectively augmenting the capacity of the utero-placental circulation and improving placental perfusion across gestation.

Similar to IL-6, IL-15 appears to have a role in skeletal muscle glucose metabolism and has been associated with increases in GLUT-4 mRNA expression and glucose uptake in C2C12 mouse myoblasts (Busquets et al. 2006, Gray and Kamolrat 2011). However, the effects on
glucose uptake via GLUT-4 were only observed at post-exercise cytokine levels when combined with IL-6, a combination likely to exist in circulation post-exercise (Gray and Kamolrat 2011). Placental GLUT-4 has a role in glucose uptake early on in pregnancy, with GLUT-1 playing a greater role later in gestation. Thus, acute exercise-induced increases in IL-15 in the first trimester may have an impact on placental glucose uptake via GLUT-4 and the transfer of glucose to the developing fetus, although this warrants further investigation. IL-15 is a promising candidate for beneficial effects on placental development/function in response to its exercise-induced release during pregnancy.

**Fractalkine/CX3CL1**

Fractalkine (FKN/CX3CL1) is a newly described myokine whose expression and systemic concentration are elevated in humans in response to acute endurance exercise (Catoire et al. 2014). FKN/CX3CL1 is known to exert its effects locally to promote skeletal muscle regeneration, but it is unclear if the increase in circulating FKN/CX3CL1 levels post-exercise results in other systemic effects (Catoire and Kersten 2015). One potential systemic effect of relevance may be the ability of FKN/CX3CL1 to stimulate cellular glucose uptake, as previously reported in pancreatic cancer cells (Ren et al. 2013). Deficiencies in FKN/CX3CL1 signalling have further been implicated in pancreatic islet β-cell dysfunction, insufficient insulin secretion and decreased glucose uptake in cases of type 2 diabetes (Lee et al. 2013). While these findings have been reported outside the context of FKN/CX3CL1 as a myokine, they certainly provide an indication as to its potential role and securing its candidacy as a systemic regulator of glucose metabolism and insulin sensitivity in active individuals. This is particularly intriguing in the
current discussion, considering the significance of appropriate maternal glycemic control during pregnancy to ensure optimal fetal growth.

Studied in isolation, FKN/CX3CL1 has emerged as a potent regulator of early placental development. Investigation of early implantation sites demonstrates abundant expression of FKN/CX3CL1 within the uterine decidual tissues and concurrent expression of the receptor for FKN/CXC3L1 on the surface of invading placental trophoblast cells, particularly those trophoblast cells responsible for remodelling the uterine spiral arteries into high conductance vessels (Hannan et al. 2006). In vitro data has demonstrated an increase in trophoblast adhesion molecules, an increase in secretion of extracellular matrix proteases and a dose-dependent increase in trophoblast migration following FKN/CX3CL1 exposure (Hannan et al. 2006, Hannan and Salamonsen 2008). Taken together, these data indicate an important role for this chemokine in the early invasion of the uterine wall by trophoblast cells and establishment of the utero-placental circulation. FKN/CXC3L1 and its receptor are also found in abundance within feto-placental vascular endothelial cells (Szukiewicz et al. 2013). Given the known roles of FKN/CXC3L1 in the promotion of endothelial cell proliferation and capillary tube formation in vitro (Ryu et al. 2008), and the more recent findings of FKN/CXC3L1-mediated placental microvasculature remodeling in diabetic pregnancies (Szukiewicz et al. 2013), an important role for FKN/CXC3L1 in the development of the feto-placental vasculature has additionally emerged. To date, no functional studies have been performed on placental tissues in response to FKN/CXC3L1. However, we would speculate that increases in systemic FKN/CX3CL1 levels from maternal exercise in pregnancy may serve to further promote placental development to
optimize gas and nutrient supply to the developing fetus and thus aid in the optimization of fetal growth trajectories in exercising women.

Irisin

Irisin is a highly controversial myokine. Whether irisin is in fact secreted by human skeletal muscle has been called into question recently due to a reported lack of specificity in the ELISA-based detection method used to measure irisin in several publications on this topic (Albrecht et al. 2015). This may serve to explain the inconsistencies reported in regards to circulating irisin concentrations following exercise (Catoire and Kersten, 2015). However in a recent study using tandem mass-spectroscopy as a highly sensitive and more specific method of irisin detection, aerobic interval training was shown to increase circulating concentrations of irisin by ~ 15% (Jedrychowski et al. 2015). As reviewed by Chen et al. (2016), irisin could mediate some of the beneficial effects of exercise by regulating the browning of white adipose tissue (Stanford et al. 2015), improving lipid and glucose metabolism, and reducing insulin resistance as well as treating related metabolic diseases in humans and mice. Irisin has also been associated with more favourable lipid profiles (Oelmann et al. 2016). In mice, irisin secreted by contracting skeletal muscle, induces the browning of white adipose tissue by up-regulating the expression of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1) and by stimulating mitochondrial biogenesis in adipose tissue (Boström et al. 2012, Liu et al. 2013), increasing overall energy expenditure as well as reducing both weight and insulin resistance (Boström et al. 2012, Højlund and Boström 2013). Future studies are necessary to identify if these effects in mice can be translated to humans.
Very limited work has focused on the potential roles of irisin in the context of pregnancy. Placental expression of fibronectin type III domain-containing protein 5 (FNDC5), the pre-cursor of irisin, has been localized in uterine decidual tissues, in invading trophoblast cells and in the exchange region (villous trees) of the placenta across gestation (Garcés et al. 2014). Further, circulating concentrations of irisin have been measured in the serum of healthy pregnant women across pregnancy, with an increase of 16% and 21% in the second and third trimesters, respectively (Garcés et al. 2014). Of clinical importance, levels of circulating irisin measured in umbilical cord blood at the time of delivery are positively correlated with offspring birth weight (Joung et al. 2015), with the lowest irisin concentrations observed in infants demonstrating evidence of IUGR (Baka et al. 2015). Whether irisin confers any advantage to the processes involved in placental development and/or function is currently unknown. However, the associations between circulating irisin concentrations and fetal growth profiles are certainly intriguing and demand further attention. These relationships also suggest a potential role for exercise-induced irisin secretion, as part of the myokine secretome, to further improve maternal and/or feto-placental physiology in such a fashion as to optimize fetal growth in utero.

Other Myokines

There are many other myokines that have been shown to respond to skeletal muscle contractions but for which evidence is either non-existent or lacking to demonstrate a systemic increase. Therefore, it is unclear whether these myokines act locally in skeletal muscle alone, or whether they have the ability to act distally on distinct tissue beds to alter cellular function (i.e. the placenta). These myokines include: Interleukin-7 (IL-7), Interleukin-8 (IL-8), leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF), brain-derived neutrophic factor (BDNF), myostatin, decorin, myonectin,
fibroblast growth factor 2, monocyte chemoattractant Protein-1 (MCP-1), angiopoietin-like 4 (ANGPTL-4) and secreted protein acidic and rich in cysteine (SPARC). Of these “other myokines”, IL-8, LIF, and BDNF, when studied in isolation outside of the context of exercise physiology, have been found to have positive influences on processes of early placental development and/or function across pregnancy (Tapia et al. 2008, Kawamura et al. 2009, 2011, Jovanović et al. 2010, Krishnan et al. 2013, Winship et al. 2015) (Table 1). As such, further investigation into the potential roles of these myokines as mediators of optimized fetal growth observed in exercising women is strongly encouraged. Specifically, determination of whether these myokines have the ability to exert endocrine function is paramount. If these myokines are found to act in an endocrine fashion, their ability to improve maternal physiology and the development/function of the placenta suggests that they may be a set of exercise-induced factors involved in the optimization of fetal growth across gestation.

Clinical Application

Hundreds of myokines are secreted in response to exercise-induced skeletal muscle contraction. Many of these myokines have important anti-inflammatory and metabolic effects, accounting for some of the protective benefits of engaging in regular exercise. For the vast majority of myokines, their effects in the context of pregnancy, and more specifically on the development and function of the placenta – the vital organ of pregnancy - remain unknown. For the handful of myokines that have been examined in isolation for their impact on the placenta, observed effects include enhanced aspects of early placental development, including increased trophoblast migration and uterine wall invasion, and establishment of robust utero-placental and feto-placental circulations. Moreover, some of the individual chemokines/cytokines found
in the myokine secretome are known to directly influence placental function across pregnancy, capable of regulating nutrient sensing and macronutrient delivery to the fetus. The current published literature suggests that IL-6, IL-15, FKN/CX3CL1 and irisin are elevated systemically in response to acute bouts of exercise in non-pregnant individuals. The specific intensities of exercise required to stimulate the production and secretion of these myokines in the non-pregnant population are not fully understood and for some vigorous and/or endurance-type physical activity levels may be required. For the other myokines discussed in this review, the influence of the type and intensity of exercise on the levels of these myokines in circulation in non-pregnant individuals have yet to be fully characterized. As this is a newer area of research, the effects of exercise on the production secretion of myokines in the pregnant population remains to be investigated. At this time, we do not if the current recommendations of regular bouts of 20-30 minutes of moderate physical activity during pregnancy may influence the production/secretion of myokines. Without further investigations of myokines in the context of pregnancy, the impact of maternal exercise on the myokine secretome, and the subsequent effects of myokines on the placenta and on the developing fetus cannot be discounted.

Current evidence overwhelmingly suggests that maternal exercise during pregnancy serves to optimize the uterine environment to allow for appropriate fetal growth, protecting against fetal growth extremes (SGA and LGA). We must now focus our attention on understanding the nuanced mechanisms underlying the beneficial effects of exercise on the placenta, and we speculate that the myokine secretome may hold many of the answers to this question. Through our discussion on the effects of myokines in the non-pregnant population and the effects of certain myokines in isolation on placental tissues, it is clear that myokines
could be signalling molecules involved in regulating fetal growth via our proposed mechanisms of improved maternal physiology, enhanced placental development and improved placental macronutrient transport. Awareness of the exact mechanisms through which myokines exert their effects will provide clinicians with important mechanistic knowledge to support public health guidelines and recommendations as well as appropriately educate pregnant women about the benefits of exercise during pregnancy. Knowledge about the specific mechanisms whereby exercise alters organ function and metabolism is also required to prescribe the appropriate form of exercise as therapy (Pedersen and Saltin 2006). Although we acknowledge that historically implementing lifestyle interventions during pregnancy has been very challenging and most often women are non-compliant, there is currently a lack of guidance with respect to exercise during pregnancy and a lack of promotion of exercise in the pregnant population as a whole. A better understanding of myokine signalling in the context of pregnancy may be helpful in public health messaging by offering an additional benefit of engaging in physical activity. This knowledge would be an important motivational for physicians to promote this type of lifestyle intervention during pregnancy and to encourage women to engage in these activities during their pregnancy. Further, understanding how myokine signaling modulates placental development/function may lead to the discovery of new therapeutic targets for pregnancy-specific diseases such as IUGR, GDM and preeclampsia, and thus improve maternal and fetal health outcomes. Additionally, this knowledge may contribute to the future development of other therapeutic interventions, which while recognizing the ongoing challenges with compliance to lifestyle interventions during pregnancy, may allow all
pregnant women to benefit from the advantageous effects of myokine secretion during pregnancy on placental development/function and on the regulation of fetal growth.

**Conclusion**

It is well known that regular exercise is an important part of a healthy lifestyle. Most importantly, exercise during pregnancy confers health benefits for two individuals - both the mother and her developing fetus. We propose that myokines are important exercise factors produced and secreted by skeletal muscles during pregnancy and act as signaling molecules systemically, including at the level of the placenta, to optimize fetal growth. Specifically, we have proposed three potential mechanisms through which myokines may act to optimize fetal growth trajectories; namely, improvements in maternal physiology, placental development and placenta macronutrient transport to the fetus. As maternal physical inactivity continues to prevail, understanding the mechanisms underlying the benefits of exercise during pregnancy are of utmost importance. This understanding would allow for the capitalization of the “teachable moment of pregnancy”, motivating women to engage in regular physical activity to benefit themselves as well as their baby.
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Table 1. Other exercise-induced myokines that may play a role in optimizing fetal growth

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Myokine</th>
<th>Response to Exercise</th>
<th>Potential Effects on Maternal Physiology</th>
<th>Potential Effects on Placental Development</th>
<th>Potential Effects on Placental Function</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IL-8</td>
<td>-Skeletal muscle concentrations increase in response to strenuous exercise (Niemann et al. 2001, 2003, 2005, Marklund et al. 2013) -Small and transient net release following exercise that does not contribute to an increase in circulating plasma levels (Akerstrom et al. 2005)</td>
<td>-Chemoattracts and degranulates neutrophils to mediate inflammation (Pedersen et al. 2007) -Promotes trophoblast cell migration (Hanna et al. 2006), viability, proliferation and invasion (Jovanović et al. 2010)</td>
<td>-Stimulates angiogenesis (Pedersen et al. 2007)</td>
<td>-Direct effects of IL-8 on placental function unknown -Stimulates skeletal muscle glucose transport via AMPK phosphorylation during exercise (Gray and Kamolrat 2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LIF</td>
<td>-Skeletal muscle mRNA expression is elevated following acute bouts of exercise (Broholm et al. 2008) and heavy resistance exercise (Broholm et al. 2011) -Skeletal muscle protein levels and circulating levels are unchanged in response to acute exercise (Broholm et al. 2008)</td>
<td>-Mediates inflammation (Chodorowska et al. 2004) -Facilitates trophoblast adhesion to uterine endometrial cells and regulates invasion of the uterine wall to allow for spiral artery remodeling (Tapia et al. 2008, Winship et al. 2015)</td>
<td>-Promotes the growth and differentiation of various types of target cells (Chodorowska et al. 2004)</td>
<td>-Direct effects of LIF on placental function unknown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BDNF</td>
<td>-Skeletal muscle mRNA and protein expression are increased by acute endurance exercise (Matthews et al. 2009) -Exercise-induced increases in circulating levels of BDNF attributed to production by the brain (Gold et al. 2003, Ferris et al. 2007, Matthews et al. 2009)</td>
<td>-Enhances lipid oxidation in via the activation of AMPK (Matthews et al. 2009) -Both In vitro model in vivo paracrine signalling by the BDNF/TrkB system is important for placenta trophoblast growth and survival (Kawamura et al. 2009, 2011)</td>
<td></td>
<td>-Direct effects of BDNF on placental function unknown</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>